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Abstract
Existing group communication systems like ISIS, Spread, Jgroups etc., provide group
communication in a synchronous environment. They are built on top of TCP/IP or UDP and
guarantee virtual synchrony and consistency. However, wide area distributed systems are
inherently asynchronous. Existing group communication systems are not suitable for wide area
deployment. They do not provide persistent communication; i.e., if a node gets temporarily
disconnected, all messages directed to that node during that period are lost. Hence such
systems are not suitable for deployment in disadvantaged networks.
While, according to Brewer’s CAP theorem, it is impossible for a distributed computer
system to achieve the three objectives of consistency, availability and partition-tolerance
simultaneously, especially in an asynchronous environment, we present the design and
development a reliable group communication system over an asynchronous substrate, where
we achieve the objectives of eventual consistency, availability and partition-tolerance. We say
that distributed system is eventually consistent, over a long period of time, if no updates are
sent and all updates will eventually propagate through the system and all the nodes will be
consistent. By availability we mean that if a node failure does not prevent the system to
operate continuously. We say that distributed system is partition-tolerant if in the event of
network failure that splits the processing nodes which are communicating, then the system
should allow the processing to continue in both subgroups.
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1. Introduction

Ever since the invention of computers, the communication between them became a
necessity. The purpose of communication may vary from message passing to file sharing. They
communicate through various communication channels in a network. A distributed system
consists of many computers which communicate through a channel in a network. A group
communication system is necessary for a distributed system, as it provides a communication
layer between the sender and receiver, and ensures that messages are delivered accordingly
with synchronous or asynchronous semantics.
According to Brewer’s CAP theorem, it is impossible for a distributed system to achieve
all the three objectives: consistency, availability and partition tolerance simultaneously in an
synchronous environment [4]. Distributed systems are inherently asynchronous, where the
sender of messenger will not wait for the receiver to be ready.

The existing group

communication tools provide the communication in a synchronous semantics achieving the
virtual synchrony and consistency, but not efficient in asynchronous environments.
To provide a group communication for asynchronous distributed systems, we
designed and developed a reliable group communication system over an asynchronous
substrate. The group communication tool being GComm and the asynchronous substrate is the
distributed database, scalaris [11]. As it is impossible to achieve all the three objectives of
Brewer’s CAP theorem, we relaxed and one of the objectives, consistency with eventual
consistency. Our group communication system achieves the three objectives: eventual
consistency, availability and partition tolerance, and provides no-message loss and uses

continuation passing to maintain the persistence. We implemented publish-subscribe
framework in our group communication system.
This rest of thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the example of a
scenario which motivated us for design and development of our work, and compares the
requirements of mission critical systems and e-commerce systems with respect to group
communication. Chapter 3 explains some of the existing group communication tools and their
problems. Also it discusses about the Brewer’s CAP theorem and the relaxation of the CAP
theorem by replacing consistency with eventual consistency [3]. Chapter 4 explains our design
and development of reliable group communication system over an asynchronous substrate
along with the UML diagrams. Chapter 5 explains the series of algorithms used in the
implementation of the GComm. Chapter 6 covers the related work we did prior to design and
development of our system. Chapter 7 provides the experimental results achieved when we
implemented our work. Finally, chapter 8 concludes our work and discusses the future work.
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2. Requirements: Mission Critical Systems Vs E Commerce Systems
2.1 Motivating Example
The motivating example for our work is the series of the events which happens
after an accident crash in USA. After the accident, the node person who is involved in accident
will notify the emergency system by publishing the crash information like location, causalities,
need of ambulance services, need of fire services etc.., The node, person publish this
information in the transactional storage database by joining the group 1, then the node 911
subscribes to the information published by person by joining the group1.
There are various other groups in the emergency system involving the nodes
911, cops, ambulance services, fire services etc.., The nodes 911 and cops are members of group
2, the nodes 911 and ambulance services are members of group 3, the nodes 911 and fire
services are members of group 3.
After 911 subscribed to the crash information, it publishes the information to the
transactional storage database. Then the node cops will subscribe to the information published
by 911, then react accordingly. Similarly, if there is a need of ambulance services and fire
services then they subscribe to information published by 911 and react accordingly. If the crash
involves any health emergencies and fire accidents which require attention of fire emergency
services, then the node 911 will publish the required information to the transactional storage
database, through which the nodes fire services and ambulance services will subscribe to the
database and respond accordingly.
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Figure 2.1 Emergency system consisting various groups
2.2 Requirements: Mission Critical System Needs Vs E-Commerce System Needs
Mission critical system means if any of activity, module, functionality or system fails then
the whole business operation fails. If any business organization has to remove any constraints
or modules for some reason, the constraint or module should not be mission critical, as the
success of the project purely depends on the functionality of them. Electronic commerce
systems, also referred as e-commerce systems comprises of the purchasing and selling the
products of services over the internet or any other computer networks. Companies like
4

Amazon, EBay etc.., implement the e-commerce systems.

The selling and buying are

implemented electronically in a real time environment. Both systems i.e., mission critical
system and e-commerce systems need to be operated in distributed computing environment.
Hence the nodes or computers in both the systems need to communicate with each other
through group communication system. So, we have compared the requirements of the mission
critical systems and e-commerce systems with respect to group communication. We compared
both of the systems with respect to different group communication attributes like robust
connectivity, sequential consistency, high availability, partition tolerance , churn tolerance,
mutable objects, real time response, relational operations, data persistence and large data.
2.2.1 Robust Connectivity Over Disadvantaged Links
Robust connectivity over disadvantaged networks means, the connectivity between the
nodes or computers in distributed computing environment always exists even though there is a
failure in the network for any reason. Usually, networks fail frequently either with power
disconnection or node failure, such networks are called disadvantaged networks. Mission
critical systems require robust connectivity over disadvantaged links, as the connection failure
might result in the whole system failure. While e-commerce systems doesn’t require the robust
connectivity because there may be connection failure at the end user in the process, and still
the transaction can be carried out once the end user reconnects.
2.2.2 Sequential Consistency
Sequential Consistency means “the result of any execution is the same as if the
operations of all the processors were executed in some sequential order, and the operations of
each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order specified by its program." [1]
5

The system is said to be sequentially consistent if all the operations carried out are in an order
and every read/write operation carried out by the node is clearly visible throughout the system
for every node in the system. Both mission critical systems and e-commerce systems need the
attribute sequential consistency.
2.2.3 High Availability

The term availability means, the group communication system should be almost always
be up and continue to communicate between the nodes, even though there is a node failure. It
shouldn’t prevent the other nodes to communicate with each other. Both mission critical
systems and e-commerce systems require the high availability attribute.
2.2.4 Partition Tolerance
A group communication system is partition tolerant “if there is a network failure that splits the
processing nodes into two groups that cannot talk to each other, then the goal would be to allow
processing to continue in both subgroups” [3]. The system continues to operate despite arbitrary
message loss. Mission Critical systems strongly require the partition tolerance, while e-commerce
systems are less stringent towards having the partition tolerance requirement.

2.2.5 Churn Tolerance
A group communication system is churn-tolerant if the nodes can join into the system and
leave the system at any point of time. The nodes inlet and outlet in the group communication
system shouldn’t affect the functionality of the other participating nodes. Mission Critical
systems strongly require the churn-tolerance, while e-commerce systems are less stringent
towards having the churn tolerance requirement.
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2.2.6 Mutable Objects
The objects in the group communication system are mutable, if the objects can get
modified and again join the system at any point of time. Both mission critical systems and ecommerce systems require the mutable objects in their group communication system.
2.2.7 Real Time Response
The operation in the group communication system should be implemented in real time
environment. Mission critical systems require real time response, where there will be a definite
time to react on a given input. While e-commerce systems may not need real time response
from the group communication system.
2.2.8 Relational Operations
Relational operations are database tables which have data ordered and organized on
the basis of different common characteristics in the form of tables. Mission critical systems
usually don’t require the relational operations. While e-commerce systems usually require
relational operations between the data as there will be a large amount of data associated with
the group communication system.
2.2.9 Data Persistence

Data persistence means, the data will be made available even though the process
terminates. As the Mission critical systems don’t deal with large data, they don’t require the
data persistence. On the other hand, e-commerce systems require the data persistence for
their group communication system.

7

2.2.10 Large Data
Mission critical systems don’t require large data; on the other hand e-commerce
systems require large data for their group communication.
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3. Existing Group Communication Systems
Group communication systems provide the communication medium between the
nodes/users in a network. They are implemented over synchronous and asynchronous
networks. In a synchronous network, the sender sends the message to the receiver only when
the receiver is ready to receive it i.e., the sender waits for the receiver to be ready. In an
asynchronous network, the sender sends the message to the receiver and will not wait for the
receiver to be ready. A group communication system provides a communication layer between
the sender and receiver, and ensures the messages are delivered accordingly with synchronous
or asynchronous semantics. A group communication tool has a very effective implementation
of constructing replica system. They are generally implemented over distributed database.
There are some prominent group communication tools such as:


ISIS (Birman et. Al.)



Spread (Amir et. Al.)



Jgroups (Commercial implementation in Java underlying the Jboss middleware)
The above tools provide group communication in a synchronous environment. They are

built on the top of TCP/IP or UDP protocols. The key features they provide are virtual synchrony
and consistency. Virtual synchrony is a property that allows the nodes to form the process
groups to receive the messages. Every node in the process group receives the message sent to
the process group which they belong and in the same order even though they receive more
than one message. The uses of the virtual synchrony are data replication, fault tolerance, event
notification and caching. All the nodes in a network are consistent when there are any write
operations; it is clearly visible in the network to the other nodes. All nodes will see the
9

messages in the same order. Either all nodes receive a message or none. If nodes are in a group,
then if one node receives a message then each node in that process group will receive and if
any one node in a process group will not receive a message then, no other node in the process
group will receive the message. The goal is to have all or nothing semantics.
3.1 ISIS
The ISIS group communication tool is developed in Cornell University. It implements the
virtual synchrony for its group communication system. There are four different process groups
implemented in ISIS, they differ in their implementation of interaction with the groups. The
four groups are: peer groups, client groups, diffusion groups and hierarchical groups [5] [6].


Peer groups comprise of processes which contain replicated data given as input to
algorithms processing concurrent data.



Client groups contain the nodes which try to communicate with any process group with
a group name and proper authorization, and then the process group makes that node as
a client to the group by registering it with the group.



Diffusion groups are groups of nodes depicting the client server architecture. Client
nodes interact with server nodes by giving input and getting desired output from the
server nodes.



Hierarchical groups contain one or more process groups. There will be one base group
root which will have other groups called sub groups under it.
ISIS nodes may or may not aware of one another. ISIS implements message delivery

ordering rather than implementing the casual relationship between messages. As mentioned
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earlier, multiple modules are allowed to form a group under a group name and any message
transmitted to the group will be received by all the nodes in that group.
3.2 Spread Group Communication Toolkit
The Spread wide area group communication system (Amir et. Al.) is developed in John
Hopkins university. Spread comprises of two low level protocols, ring and hop. Ring is
implemented on local area networks and hop is implemented on wide area networks. And it
implements daemon-client architecture. In this architecture, the group membership updates
are done with minimal effort. When any node joins and leaves the group, the whole process is
translated into a single message. But when there is network partition between the nodes in
local area network, the update causes a fully fledged change in node’s group membership.
Extended virtual synchrony is implemented in spread group communication system; it means
that the messages are transmitted despite the loss of messages using a variant of the
alternating best protocol. Data is transmitted to the network comprising of necessary minimal
set of components. User have control over the spread group communication system, they can
send a message with priority over other messages transmitted in the network. Another
prominent feature of this group communication system is that any node which is not a member
of the group can transmit the message to the whole group [8].
3.3 Jgroups
Jgroups is the commercial implementation of a group communication system in java
underlying the Jboss middleware. Jgroups is a group communication system which implements
the reliable multicast communication. In Jgroups, groups containing nodes can be created and
11

deleted. The nodes are spread across local area networks and wide area networks. And when
every node joins or leaves the group, the update is notified to every node in the group. The
messages between nodes are of two types: node to node and node to group. Jgroups can
implement different protocols like User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and Java Message Service (JMS). Large messages are subjected to fragmentation
and are encrypted when required. If there is any message loss, then the message is
retransmitted. One more important feature of Jgroups is failure detection; the crashed nodes
are removed from the group [7].
3.4 Problems with Existing Group Communication Systems


Distributed systems are inherently asynchronous. In distributed systems, the sender
sends the message to the receiver and will not wait to send the next message until
the receiver receives the first message. Distributed systems have nodes which are
across over local area networks (LAN) and wide area networks (WAN).



The existing group communication systems which are discussed earlier are
synchronous, where the sender sends the message to the receiver and will wait to
send the next message until the receiver receives the first message and send the
acknowledgement.



Existing group communications systems which are synchronous are not suitable for
asynchronous environments.



The existing group communication systems are centralized. They have a single point
of failure i.e., failure of one node can cause failure of the whole system.
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The existing group communication systems will have components which are not
completely aware of other components in the system. For example, In ISIS the nodes
in the system may or may not know the other nodes in the system.



Whenever a component gets disconnected, all the messages directed to it are lost
during the disconnection. For example, Spread group communication system
experiences the loss of messages due to component failure and various reasons.



Only two of Brewer’s CAP theorem attributes are implemented in the existing group
communication systems which are discussed earlier.

3.5 Brewer’s CAP Theorem
According to the Brewer’s CAP theorem, it is not possible for a distributed system to
achieve all the three attributes mentioned below simultaneously especially in an asynchronous
environment [4]:


Consistency



Availability



Partition Tolerance

3.5.1 Consistency
A group communication system containing the nodes in a distributed computing
environment is said to be consistent when it promises to have the familiar all-or-nothing
semantics, commonly supported by group communication systems is achieved. Stronger
requirements can include no message reordering. In addition, each node in the system should
be consistent. The nodes in the system are said to be consistent if
13



All nodes in the system will see the message in the same order.



Either all nodes in the group will receive the message or none of them will receive.



When a node leaves or join the group communication system, every node which is
already a member of the system should be notified of the update.

3.5.2 Availability
A group communication system is said to be highly available when the system is almost
always up even though the failures occur. The failures may be a node failure, module failure,
component failure etc.., The node failure should not prevent the survivors continuing its
operations. If there is a failure in the node, then the system should switch to another node in
order to keep the systems running [3].
In other words, a group communication system shouldn’t be a centralized system,
where the single point failure occurs. In a centralized group communication system, when there
is any failure in node or component, then the whole system is down. For availability purposes, it
should not be a centralized system rather it should be decentralized system.
3.5.3 Partition Tolerance
A partition happens when there is occurrence of network failure resulting in a
communication gap between the two nodes in a group. A group communication system is said
to be partition-tolerant whenever there is any split in the communicating nodes due to network
failure then the aim of the system should be to allow the processing to continue in the both
subgroups [3]. In a group communication system, there will be three types of communication:
node to node, node to group, group to group.
14

So when there is a failure in the network which may cause interruption in the
communication between the groups, the individual groups should continue to operate
independently. This situation may experience the arbitrary message loss but the system
continues to operate.
3.5.4 Eventual Consistency
As mentioned earlier, according to Brewer’s CAP theorem it is impossible for distributed
systems to provide the three objectives: consistency, availability and partition tolerance
simultaneously in an asynchronous environment. We relaxed one of the objectives:
consistency, as the other two objectives cannot be compromised by the distributed system in
an asynchronous environment. Hence, we relaxed the objective consistency and replaced it
with eventual consistency.
Eventual Consistency means, “Over a long time period where no updates are sent, we
can expect that during this period, all updates will eventually, propagate through the system
and all the nodes will be consistent” [3].

15

4. Design and Development of Reliable Group Communication System
over Asynchronous State
To achieve the three objectives, Eventual Consistency, Availability and Partition
Tolerance, a Reliable group communication system over a distributed database is developed.
We use the distributed database scalaris as our substrate. Our group communication tool is
GComm.
Distributed systems are inherently asynchronous, where the sender will not wait for the
receiver to be ready. As the existing group communication systems are suitable for synchronous
environment, doesn’t implement the Brewer’s CAP theorem, centralized and suffer from a
single point of failure. Our system implements the Brewer’s CAP theorem by relaxing one of its
objective mentioned, consistency. We relaxed the attribute consistency with the Eventual
Consistency (Michael Stonebrecker et. Al.). The system is eventually consistent if for a long
period of time, there are no updates sent, we expect that all the updates will go through the
system and all the nodes will be consistent during this period. When a node joins or leaves the
network, the system will not be consistent at that particular moment. But when there is no
update of node joining and node leaving the group for a long time period, then all the nodes
will become eventually consistent in this time period [3].
Our system always continues to operate despite of the node failures or component
failures, which makes the system available all the time. If there is a node failure, then the
system switches to another node and continues to run as before. It never lets the survivor
nodes to abort the operation when there are failures. If our system suffers a network failure
which frequently happens in a disadvantaged network, then it will not abort the
16

communication between the groups. Instead, it allows the operations in the sub groups
individually, and it continues to operate despite the arbitrary message loss which makes the
system partition tolerant.
Our work, a reliable group communication system over asynchronous substrate
achieves all the three objectives mentioned below:


Eventual Consistency



Availability



Partition Tolerance

Apart from the three main objectives mentioned above, our system has mutable objects
which mean the values of the objects can be changed as desired. Nodes can join and leave the
group at any point of time without any restriction making the system churn-tolerant. When the
nodes frequently join and leave the group, the system will not be eventually consistent in that
time period, as the updates sent to the system continuously. The real time response objective is
achieved in the system.
4.1 Group Communication System (GComm)
A Group Communication System (GComm), a group communication system which is
suitable for asynchronous and disadvantaged networks. GComm achieve the three main
objectives: eventual consistency, availability and partition tolerance, along with other
objectives churn tolerance, mutable objects and real time response. It uses the continuation
message passing to maintain the data persistence in the disadvantaged networks, which have
frequent failures in the network. GComm guarantee the objectives: no message loss and no
17

message reordering. GComm consist of none or more nodes grouped under a group. A group
with a unique name has one or more nodes as its members. The definition of the group and
node are discussed in next section.
GComm uses publish-subscribe framework in its infrastructure. According to publishsubscribe framework, the publisher publishes the topic, on which values are written with a
sequence number associated with them. If the subscriber wants to read those values, it has to
subscribe to the topic with the time period of subscription called lease. The publisher and
subscriber join the group as the members of the group. When subscriber finishes reading the
values of the topic published, it issues the delete command to the system. The system verifies if
all the subscribers to a particular topic issued the delete command and make sure the lease
period is expired to delete the values of the topic published. A topic can be subscribed by none
or more subscribers. The system tracks the subscriber’s last read sequence number and its state
in order to continue from the same instant when subscriber gets disconnected due to any
reason like network failure.
4.1.1 Definition of a Group
A group is an environment, consisting of one or more nodes communicating with each other.
Other features of the group are as follows:


Group is a non-empty set of nodes, with a unique name which is also its identifier.



A group is initiated by a client by registering its name with the GCS system, and this
client immediately becomes the first member of the group.
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The membership relation between clients and groups is many to many, which is onto
the groups but need not be onto the clients.



Two or more groups can overlap i.e., two or more groups can consist one or more nodes
in common (as their members).



Group becomes nonexistent if there are no nodes in it. The group communication
system, GComm will delete the groups as soon as they become nonexistent.



Any number of nodes can join or leave the group at any point of time. A group may also
shrink when a member (which may be the creator of the group) exits the group and
when a group becomes empty, it is deleted from the GCS



Each member of group has a view of that group.



Each node will have view for each group it is member of.

Every group in the system has following attributes:


Group name



Members list -> it contains the list of the nodes which are currently in the group.



Readers list -> Readers list is subset of the members list. Whenever there is an update of
node joining or leaving the group, the nodes in the members list will read the update
and add themselves to the reader list.



Changemakers list -> it contains the list of nodes which induces the update.



State of group (Stable/Unstable) -> the group is stable, if reader list is equal to the
members list and vice versa.
19

Scenario: A node N1 creates a group G1, and then Node N2 joins G1. Node N1 leaves the group,
and then Node N2 leaves the group. The group G1 which don’t have any nodes in it becomes
nonexistent and the system deletes the group.
4.1.2 Definition of a Node
A node is a member of a group, which communicates with the other nodes in the group.
Every node has a node configuration file, which has details of:


Node name



Group name, which is to be joined.



IP address of the database

The node configuration file is created by node admin. Node admin can change the node
configuration file, if it wants the node to join other groups in a system by adding those group
names to the file.


When Node joins or leaves the group, it updates its view.



Every node can be a member of one or more groups. If a node N1 is member of groups
G1 and G2, G1 is stable and G2 being unstable. Then N1 is said to be stable with respect
to G1.

4.1.3 GComm Architecture


In GComm infrastructure, all the nodes share the data randomly.



The agents run on the different nodes of the network are programmable. The agents
subscribe to transactional storage and generate action
20



As the agents subscribe to the transactional storage, they publish on the network,



The agents can be deployed automatically or manually.

Figure 4.1.3.1 A Structure of GComm consisting of the nodes


Every Node is aware of the presence of other nodes facilitating the data
replication in the system.



The individual process running on different machines interact through GComm.



Nodes can join or leave the group at any point of time.



Each node can be a member of one or more groups in GComm.
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Figure 4.1.3.2 Message Passing in Gcomm consisting of four nodes, where message is passed
from Node A0 to Node A3
If the nodes in the GComm are located in different time zones, there may be a conflict in
time stamps of the messages. To prevent that conflict, Mattern’s GVT Algorithm [17] is
implemented. According to the Mattern’s GVT algorithm, the nodes which have a time conflict
between them will participate in a token ring procedure, in which any of participating node’s
time is selected as leader election time. The leader node’s time will be the standard time for
the procedure, which will be called as Global Virtual Time (GVT) [17].
In the above figure, there are nodes A0, A1, A2 and A3 are in GComm environment.
Node A0 sends a message to node A3 which is inactive. When the message is transmitted from
the A0, the message is time stamped with the GVT. As individual process running on different
22

machines interact through GComm, nodes A1 and A2 are also notified of the process between
nodes A0 and A3. When node A3 becomes active, it checks its messages and the receiving time.
It checks the current time and processes the message sent from node A0 if it is valid.
4.1.4 Application Programming Interface
Seq = publish(Topicname, Value);
Id = subscribe(Topicname, Lease);
<Value, Seq> = read(Topicname, Id);
Delete(Topicname, Id, Seq, State);
<State, Seq> = subscribe(Topicname, Lease, Id);



Seq = publish(Topicname, Value);
When the publisher publishes the topic and value on top of it, the GComm system will
provide the sequence number to the corresponding value.



Id = subscribe(Topicname, Lease);
When subscriber subscribes to the topic by providing the topic name and lease period,
the GComm system will provide the subscriber ID to it.



<Value, Seq> = read(Topicname, Id);
When the subscriber reads any value on the topic to which it subscribed with topic
name and subscriber ID, the GComm will update the value as last read value and
sequence number as last sequence number.



Delete(Topicname, Id, Seq, State);
Subscriber issues the delete command when it finishes reading the values by providing
the topic name, ID, sequence number and the state.
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<State, Seq> = subscribe(Topicname, Lease, Id);
If a subscriber wants to reconnect and read the values of topic published, then it will provide

topic name, lease and ID. The GComm verifies the subscriber lease period, if it is in the lease then it
updates the state of subscriber and provides the sequence number, which is incremented by one to last
read sequence number. Else, it updates the state and sequence number as last read sequence number.

4.2 Scalaris
Many global businesses comprising of e-commerce platforms deploy the distributed computing
which require highly efficient concurrent access to it. There will be several millions of the read
operations which conflicts with the write operations; they have to been done in a fraction of
seconds. Enterprises like Amazon, Ebay or Google tackle these problems by deploying several
thousands of the servers in the distributed data centers. But the problem arises in maintaining
the consistent state hiding the failures from the application, as there is a failure in components
frequently. Till now peer-to-peer protocols have been providing the self management among
the peers which allows only write once and read many type of data sharing. The missing feature
of the peer-to-peer protocol is the support of consistent replication and fast transactions which
is a substantial quality [10].
To overcome the disadvantages peer-to-peer facing, scalars is developed. Scalaris, a
scalable, distributed key/value store. Scalaris is built on a structured overlay network and uses a
distributed transaction protocol, both of them implemented in erlang with an application
interface in Java [10]. It uses Lamport’s paxos algorithm [18] to maintain the consistency and
uses primary memory storage. The paxos algorithm makes sure that every node is consistent.
The paxos algorithm tries to bring the consensus among the nodes in a system which have a
24

conflict in choosing a value. There may be in delay of messages because time will be taken to
bring the consensus among the node.
Also, the scalaris implements the ACID properties on the structured overlay network
mentioned above. To prove the efficiency of the scalaris , it is implemented with a simple
Wikipedia at the front end and the scalaris database on the backend. As the wikipedia, requires
several thousands of read operations and write operations which are to be done concurrently
maintaining the consistency, it is ideal to prove the efficiency of the scalaris [10].
4.2.1 Scalaris System Architecture

As mentioned earlier, scalaris is a distributed key/value store which is built on the
structured peer-to-peer overlay that allows consistent read/write operations. The system
architecture comprises of three layers, as follows [10]:
1. P2P Layer
2. Replication Layer
3. P2P Layer
The bottom layer is a structured P2P overlay network which performs logarithmic routing and
builds the basis for the key/value store. This network stores the keys in lexicographical order
unlike many distributed hash tables. The middle layer as the name suggests, it implements the
replication and transaction, i.e.., ACID properties (Atomicity, Concurrency, Isolation, Durability)
for the concurrent write operations. And the top layer hosts the real application, a distributed
key/value store. This layer can be used as a scalable, fault-tolerant backend for online services
for shopping, banking, data sharing or social networking websites [10].
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4.3 UML Diagrams
This section consists of UML diagrams i.e.., use case diagram and state diagram mentioning the
activities of the node in a group in GComm. As mentioned earlier, the group in a group
communication system GComm is a non-empty set of nodes, with a unique name which is also
its identifier. Two or more groups can overlap i.e., two or more groups can consist one or more
nodes in common (as their members). Group becomes nonexistent if there are no nodes in it.
Any number of nodes can join or leave the group at any point of time. A group may also shrink
when a member (which may be the creator of the group) leaves the group and when a group
becomes empty, it is deleted from the GCS. A node is a member of a group, which
communicates with the other nodes in the group. Every node has a node configuration file,
which has details of: node name, group name, which is to be joined and IP address of the
database.
A node in a group communication system GComm has following activities:


A node can create a group, if it doesn’t exist.



A node can join a group.



A node can read the state of the group.



A node can publish a topic.



A node can subscribe to a topic



A node can leave the group.
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Figure 4.3 A use case diagram displaying the node and its activities in a group communication
system.
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Figure 4.4 A state diagram displaying the nodes and its activities in a group communication
system
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5. Algorithms Used in Implementation of GComm
5.1 Join Group
The complete infrastructure of publish-subscribe implemented on the scalaris database
is explained in the previous algorithms. The publisher will publish the topic name with a
publisher ID, the value corresponding with a sequence number is written on the topic name.
The subscriber will subscribe to the topic with subscriber ID and a definite amount of time
period called the lease. The subscriber once gets subscribed can read the value corresponding
to a sequence number provided the subscriber is in lease. The publisher/subscriber can delete
the value corresponding to the sequence number on the topic published, and if the lease is
expired the value gets automatically deleted.
This algorithm explains the procedure of the assign the group to the scalaris database.
There are additional parameters like members list, readers list, and makers list. And there will
be time parameters, time out and delay which are defined in the configuration file of the group
communication. The group name after written into the scalaris has two states, stable and
unstable. The group entry record is stable if the number of readers in readers list is equal to the
number of the members in the members list. There is a view which is to be updated when there
is group entry record written to the scalaris. And whenever there is group entry record, there is
a list of parameters which will be written in group entry record, they are group name, node
name, members list, readers list, makers list and the status(stable/unstable).
The inputs for the Join group algorithm are the configuration file of group
communication. After getting the configuration file, the group name and node name are
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retrieved from it. If group name does not exist in scalaris, then the list of the parameters
mentioned above will be written to the scalaris. And if group name entry record in already
written to scalaris, and it is unstable then the time out and delay values are retrieved from the
configuration file. After retrieving them, if the timeout value is greater than zero and the group
name entry is unstable then the timeout value is decremented by the value of one and there
will be a wait time of delay value. The above procedure is a loop; the loop is executed until the
timeout value becomes zero. When the time out value will become zero then the group record
entry is written to scalaris, then the list of the parameters are written to the scalaris and the
group record entry is updated as unstable. Then self view is updated
Algorithm:
Inputs
The configurations file of group Communication
groupName <= Retrieve group name from the configurations file
nodeName <= Retrieve node name from the configurations file
If groupName does not exists in Scalaris then
Write to Scalaris <groupName, {nodeName} as MembersList, { }as ReadersList,
{nodeName} asLastChangemakerslist, stable>
Update view
Else if groupName entry Record is Unstable then
timeOut <= Retrieve Time-Out value from configurations file
delay <= Retrieve the delay time from configurations file
while timeOut > 0 ^ groupName entry Record is Unstable do
timeOut <= timeOut - 1
wait(delay)
End while
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Write to Scalaris <groupName, {nodeName} U {MembersList}, { }, {nodeName}
U [LastChangemakerslist], unstable>
Update self view
End if
5.2 Read Group State
In the previous algorithm, the group record entry is written into the scalaris, with a list
of parameters like Members list, Readers list, change makers list and the status of the group
entry record (stable/unstable).
In the read group state, the group entry record is retrieved from the scalaris. If it is
stable then the state of the group which is stable is returned, else entry record in unstable. For
all change maker node belongs to the members list and it does not belong to the self node
name, and then execute the following loop.
If the change maker node belongs to members list and it does not belong to view then
add the change maker node to the view. And if the change maker node does not belongs to
members list and it belongs to view then remove the change maker node from the view. Then
add the self node to the readers list. If the number of readers in the readers list equals to the
number of the members in the members list then make the group entry record stable
otherwise make it unstable.
Algorithm
Retrieve the group entry record from scalaris < groupName, MemberList, ReadersList,
ChangeMakersList, {stable/unstable} Flag >
If Group has state stable then
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Return
End If
For all (changeMakerNode

ChangeMakersList) ^ (changeMakerNode ≠ selfNodeName)

Do
If (changeMakerNode

MembersList) ^ (changeMakerNode view) then

Add changeMakerNode to view
Else If (changeMakerNode MembersList) ^ (changeMakerNode

view) Then

Remove changeMakerNode from view
End if
End for
Add selfNode to ReadersList
If Number of Readers Equal Number of Members then
Make Group Entry Record stable
Else
Make Group Entry Record unstable
End If
5.3 Partition Algorithm
A partition occurs between the groups when there is a failure of network resulting in
communication gap between the nodes in a group. When GComm detects the network failure,
the node implements the partition algorithm. In this algorithm, when there is a split in the
group due to network failure, the nodes form a subgroup and begin to function individually in
the subgroups. The subgroups have the same group name as of the original group name, and
they differ by the number of nodes and their names in them. When the network connection
resume, the subgroups containing the nodes form together to the original group with the same
group name. In this way our group communication system implements one of the objectives of
CAP theorem, partition tolerance.
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For this algorithm, the configuration file of group communication system along with
group entry record containing group name, node name, members list, readers list and change
makers list are retrieved. If partition occurs, the members list and the readers list are made
empty making group entry stable. Then the node will add itself to the members list first, and
then to the readers list making the group entry stable. Similar procedure is followed in the
merger of two sub groups resulting after resuming the network connection.
Algorithm
Retrieve the group entry record from scalaris < GroupName, MemberList, ReadersList,
ChangeMakersList, {stable/unstable} Flag >
If partition occurs then
Make MemberList empty
Make Readerslist empty
Make group entry record unstable
Add itself to Memberslist
Add itself to Readerslist
Add itself to ChangeMakersList
Make group entry record unstable
Else If merger occurs then
Make MemberList empty
Make Readerslist empty
Make group entry record unstable
Add itself to Memberslist
Add itself to Readerslist
Add itself to ChangeMakersList
Make group entry record unstable
End If
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5.4 Register and Publish
A topic name which is to be published has to get registered in the scalaris database. Values
will be written on that particular topic. Initially the topic should get registered with a unique
name. The inputs of the register and publish algorithm is the topic name of data type string. If
that particular topic name is not yet registered, then the output of this algorithm will be an ID
which is randomly generated integer. After the ID is generated, the topic name and the
randomly generated ID will be written to the scalaris database. The ID is a publisher ID, on
which topic name gets published.
Algorithm:
Inputs
String : topicName
Outputs
Integer : Publisher ID
Require: A unique String topicName
Ensure: A new positive integer ID
If topicName exists then
Return -1
Else
ID <= Randomly Generated Positive Integer
Write to Scalaris <topicName, ID, -1>
Return ID
End If.
5.5 Write a Value on a Topic
After generating a randomly generated positive integer ID with the unique topic name, the
value has to be written on that particular topic. The value can be anything string or integer. The
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inputs of this particular algorithm are topic name, publisher ID associated with the topic name
and the value which has to be written on the topic. The output will be the Sequence number,
associated with the value.
The publisher ID has to publish the topic name in the scalaris database, then the value
will get associated with the topic name. After the publisher ID writes a value on the topic name
and a sequence number will be generated, and will be written on scalaris database along with
the topic name and the publisher ID. When the sequence number is written to the scalaris
database, the Global Virtual Time (GVT) will be retrieved at the time of writing to the scalaris.
The Global Virtual Time will also be written to the scalaris, associated with the sequence
number, topic name and publisher ID.
Algorithm:
Inputs
String: topicName
Integer: Publisher ID
String: Value
Outputs
Integer: SequenceNo
Require: Any String Value and a topicName published by publisher ID
Ensure: The sequence number SequenceNo of the value published.
If ID publishes topicName then
Retrieve the entry <topicName, ID, PrSeqNo>
SequenceNo <= PrSeqNo
Write to Scalaris <topicName, ID, SequenceNo>
GVT <= Get Global Virtual Time
Write to Scalaris <<topicName, ID>, SequenceNo, GVT >
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Return SequenceNo
End if
5.6 Publish a Topic
After writing the value on the topic name, it has to be published in the scalaris database.
We have publisher ID, topic name with value, the sequence number is associated with the value
and the Global Virtual Time (GVT) available. In order to publish the topic name on the scalaris
database, we need the topic name and the publisher ID, so that through the ID , the publisher
of the topic name can be traced. The inputs of this particular algorithm are topic name and
publisher ID, and the output will be the Boolean status, which will ensure whether the topic
name is published or not. If there is a name conflict in the topic name, then this algorithm will
not allow publishing the topic name with the same name of the topic name which is already
published.
Algorithm:
Inputs
String: topicName
Integer: Publisher ID
Outputs
Boolean: Status
Require: A unique string topicName and a registered publisher ID
If Topic topicName is not published yet then
Write to Scalaris <topicName, ID, -1>
Return true
Else
Return false
End if
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5.7 Subscribe to a Topic
We have topic name and its publisher ID has published in the scalaris database. If this
topic name has to be accessed, then it needs to be subscribed. The users who subscribes to the
topic published are called the subscribers. The subscription to the topic will be given for only a
certain amount of the time called lease time. The lease time has to be mentioned at the point
of subscription. Similar to the publisher, the subscriber will be assigned a randomly generated
positive ID called Subscriber ID. In other words, the subscriber will subscribe to the topic
published with parameters lease time and the Subscriber ID. For each topic, there can be none
or more subscribers. If the topic has one or more subscribers, then the details of subscribers of
that topic can be retrieved by the option Subscriber list. And whenever the subscriber will
subscribe to the topic, it will get added to the list of subscribers of that topic. The list of
subscribers of a topic will have the details of the subscribers i.e., the list will have the
subscribers ID and their lease time.
The inputs of this algorithm will be the topic name and the parameter lease time, and
the output will be the ID, in other words subscriber ID. The lease should be a positive integer,
the subscriber ID generated will be a random positive integer. If the topic name is already
published, then the subscriber ID will be added to the list of the subscribers with the lease time
associated with it. And if the topic name is not yet published then, the subscriber will be added
to the list of the subscribers of the topic with the lease time associated with it. As the topic
name is not yet published, the topic name and the list of the subscribers of that topic will be
written on the scalaris database.
Algorithm
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Inputs
String : topicName
Integer : Lease
Outputs
Integer : ID
Require: Lease >= 0
ID <= Randomly Generated Positive Integer
If Topic topicName is already published then
Add to the list of subscribers <ID, Lease, -1>
Else
SubscriberList <= Get list of Subscribers of topicName
SubscriberList := [ <ID, Lease, -1>]
Write to Scalaris <topicName, NULL, -1, SubscriberList>
End If
Return ID
5.8 Subscribe to a Topic with an ID
In earlier algorithm, subscriber ID is created when it initially tries to subscribe to a topic
with a certain amount of the lease time. In this way, the subscriber will get an ID for itself. A
subscriber can subscribe to one or more topics with same or different lease times. So the
subscriber with a subscriber ID can subscribe to one or more topics with different lease times.
The subscriber with an ID can resume the accessibility to the topic at the same point if he exits
at that point of accessing the topic provided the subscription is valid i.e.., the lease time
shouldn’t expire. This will ensure the continuity of the accessing to the topic by the subscriber
with an ID. For every subscription to the topic, there will be parameters LastState and
LastReadSequenceNumber. The LastState refers to the last state of the topic name, it will
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mention whether the topic is still published or not. The LastReadSequenceNumber will be the
last sequence number of the topic name read by subscriber ID.
In this particular algorithm, the inputs will be a topic name, Subscriber ID and lease. The
output will be LastState of the topic name and the LastReadSequenceNumber of the topic
name read by the subscriber ID. The lease time should be a positive integer. If subscriber ID is
not subscribed to a topic name then add the subscriber ID to the subscribers list of the topic
name. If subscriber ID is already subscribed to the topic, then this algorithm will return the
LastState of the topic name and the LastReadSequenceNumber of the topic name read by the
subscriber ID.
Algorithm:
Inputs
String : topicName
Integer : ID
Integer : Lease
Outputs
String, Integer : LastState, LastReadSequenceNo
Require: Lease >= 0
If ID is not subscribed to topicName then
Add ID to subscribers list of topicName
Else
LastReadSequenceNo <= Get last sequence number of topicName read by
subscriber ID
LastState <= Get Last state of topicName
Return <LastState, LastReadSequenceNo>
End if
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5.9 Read Value
Earlier Algorithms mentioned the procedure of subscriptions to the topic. Every topic
has a publisher ID and every Subscriber has a unique subscriber ID. The ultimate reason behind
the publish-subscribe procedure is subscriber should read the value/values in the topic
published by the publisher, provided the subscriber is subscribed to that topic. And every topic
has sequence number which is last read by the subscriber with an ID, through which it can
retrieve the value when it tries to read the topic again.
In this algorithm, in order to read a value published on a topic by a publisher we need
topic name and the subscriber ID as inputs, then we get value, sequence number which is last
read by the subscriber ID and the sequence number will be incremented by the value of one.
After getting topic name and the subscriber ID as inputs, then the algorithm checks if there is
any value corresponding to the sequence number exists on the given topic name. If there is
value associated with the sequence number, it will retrieve the time stamp of the sequence
number on which value is written on the topic name, Global Virtual Time (GVT) and the lease
time parameter which was mentioned at the time of subscription to a topic published. If the
Global Virtual Time (GVT) is greater than the sum of the time stamp and the lease parameter
then the sequence number is updated with the increment by the value of one and returns the
value published on that topic at that sequence number. If the Global Virtual Time (GVT) is less
than the sum of the time stamp and the lease parameter then the last sequence number is
updated as the current sequence number and the value published on the topic corresponding
to the topic is returned. And if there is no value corresponding to the sequence number which
exists on the topic name then the maximum sequence number retrieved. The maximum
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sequence number corresponds to the sequence number of the last written value on the topic
name. If maximum sequence number is greater than or equal to the current sequence number,
the value has been deleted by the garbage collector and the NULL value is returned. And if
maximum sequence number is less than the current sequence number, then the sequence
number seeking is not yet published, the same sequence number is maintained and will execute
the loop again. The above procedure mentioned in this algorithm is a loop process. The loop is
executed till the end until the lease period gets expired.
This is the regular procedure followed in order to read the value corresponding to a
sequence number published under a topic name by the subscriber who subscribed to that
particular topic with a subscriber ID.
Algorithm:
Inputs
String: topicName
Integer: ID
Outputs
String : Value
SeqNo <= Retrieve the sequence number last read by ID
SeqNo <= SeqNo + 1
Loop
If Value corresponding to SeqNo exists on topicName then
TimeStamp <= Retrieve time Stamp of SeqNo th Value written on Topic
topicName
GV T <= Get Global Virtual Time
Lease <= Get Lease of Subscriber ID on topicName
if GV T > TimeStamp + Lease then
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SeqNo <= SeqNo + 1
Else
Update Last Read Sequence number as SeqNo
Return Value corresponding to SeqNo
End if
Else
MaxSeqNo <= Retrieve Sequence number of the last written Value on
Topic topicName
If MaxSeqNo >= SeqNo then
Return NULL as the Value has been deleted by Garbage collector
Else
SeqNo is not yet published hence maintain the same SeqNo and
loop to wait.
End if
End if
End loop
5.10 Read Sequence Number’s Value
In Previous algorithm, we have seen the procedure of reading the value corresponding
to a sequence number published under a topic name by the subscriber who subscribed to that
particular topic with a subscriber ID. In the read sequence number’s value algorithm, we explain
how to read a value corresponding to a particular sequence number published on a topic by a
publisher ID provided the subscriber is subscribed to the topic name. The subscriber should
subscribe to the topic with a unique subscriber ID and the current Global Virtual Time (GVT)
should be greater than the sum of the time stamp of the value corresponding to that sequence
number of the topic published and the lease time period which was mentioned at the point of
subscription to the topic.
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In this algorithm, to read the value corresponding to a particular sequence number
given we should have topic name, subscriber ID and sequence number as the inputs, then we
can retrieve the value corresponding to that particular sequence number can be retrieved. The
procedure followed is almost similar to the previous algorithm i.e.., read the value algorithm,
the only difference being the input. In this algorithm, we give sequence number as input
parameter, while in the previous algorithm we don’t have the sequence number as the input.
After getting topic name, the subscriber ID and the sequence number as input, then the
algorithm checks if there is any value corresponding to the sequence number exists on the
given topic name. If there is value associated with the sequence number, it will retrieve the
time stamp of the sequence number on which value is written on the topic name, Global Virtual
Time (GVT) and the lease time parameter which was mentioned at the time of subscription to a
topic published. If the Global Virtual Time(GVT) is greater than the sum of the time stamp and
the lease parameter then the sequence number is updated with the increment by the value of
one and returns the value published on that topic at that sequence number. If the Global
Virtual Time(GVT) is less than the sum of the time stamp and the lease parameter then the last
sequence number is updated as the current sequence number and the value published on the
topic corresponding to the topic is returned. And if there is no value corresponding to the
sequence number which exists on the topic name then the maximum sequence number
retrieved. The maximum sequence number corresponds to the sequence number of the last
written value on the topic name. If maximum sequence number is greater than or equal to the
current sequence number, the value has been deleted by the garbage collector and the NULL
value is returned. And if maximum sequence number is less than the current sequence
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number, then the sequence number seeking is not yet published, the same sequence number is
maintained and will execute the loop again. The above procedure mentioned in this algorithm
is a loop process. The loop is executed till the end until the lease period gets expired.
Algorithm:
Inputs
String: topicName
Integer: ID
Integer: SeqNo
Outputs
String : Value
SeqNo <= Retrieve the sequence number last read by ID
SeqNo <= SeqNo + 1
Loop
If Value corresponding to SeqNo exists on topicName then
TimeStamp <= Retrieve time Stamp of SeqNo th Value written on Topic
topicName
GV T <= Get Global Virtual Time
Lease <= Get Lease of Subscriber ID on topicName
If GV T > TimeStamp + Lease then
SeqNo <= SeqNo + 1
Else
Update Last Read Sequence number as SeqNo
Return Value corresponding to SeqNo
End if
Else
MaxSeqNo <= Retrieve Sequence number of the last written
Value on Topic topicName
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If MaxSeqNo >= SeqNo then
Return NULL as the Value has been deleted by Garbage collector
Else
SeqNo is not yet published hence maintain the same SeqNo and loop to
wait.
End if
End if
End loop
5.11 Delete the Sequence Number’s Value
In earlier algorithms, we’ve seen the procedure of subscription to a topic published and
how to read the value corresponding to the sequence number on a topic published. The
publisher publishes a topic with a publisher ID and the subscriber subscribes to the topic
published with the subscriber ID and lease period. Every subscriber can subscribe to one or
more topics with a corresponding unique subscriber ID. And the subscriber can read the value
on the basis of sequence number and resume the subscription with the last sequence number
read by the subscriber.
In this delete the sequence number’s value algorithm, the procedure of deleting the
value corresponding to the sequence number will be explained. The value deleted will be
collected by the garbage collector. In order to delete the value corresponding to the sequence
number, we need topic name, publisher ID and sequence number as input. Then the value
corresponding to the sequence number is deleted which is the output. After we get the inputs
required, then the algorithm checks whether the value corresponding to the sequence number
exists on the topic name or not. If exists, then the publisher ID will be added to the delete45

doers list. The delete doers list consists of the pair topic name and sequence number. And if
there is no value corresponding to the sequence number, then the algorithm is not executed.
Algorithm:
Inputs
String: topicName
Integer: Publisher ID
Integer: SeqNo
If Value corresponding to SeqNo exists on topicName then
Add ID to Delete-Doers list of <topicName, SeqNo>
End if
5.12 Delete the Sequence Number’s Value with the State
In the previous algorithm, we have seen the procedure of deleting a value
corresponding to a particular sequence number of a topic published by the publisher ID. In the
delete the sequence number’s value with the state algorithm, we follow the similar procedure
of the delete the sequence number’s value algorithm, and additionally we update the state of
the publisher ID to the State. Every Publisher ID will have a state which mentions whether there
are any topics which are publishing or stopped publishing.
In this delete the sequence number’s value with state algorithm, the procedure of
deleting the value corresponding to the sequence number and updating the state of the
subscriber will be explained. The value deleted will be collected by the garbage collector. In
order to delete the value corresponding to the sequence number, we need topic name,
subscriber ID, sequence number and state of subscriber as inputs. Then the value
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corresponding to the sequence number is deleted which is the output. After we get the inputs
required, first it will update the state of the subscriber ID to the state then the algorithm
checks whether the value corresponding to the sequence number exists on the topic name or
not. If exists, then the publisher ID will be added to the delete-doers list. The delete doers list
consists of the pair topic name and sequence number.
Algorithm:
Inputs
String: topicName
Integer: Subscriber ID
Integer: SeqNo
String: State
Update state of ID to State
If Value corresponding to SeqNo exists on topicName then
Add ID to Delete-Doers list of <topicName, SeqNo>
End if
5.13 Leave Group
In previous two algorithms, the publishers and subscribers join the group, then written
into scalaris. The group record entry state can also be retrieved, whether it is stable or
unstable. If the publishers and subscribers want to leave the group, then the leave group
algorithm is implemented.
The inputs for the leave group algorithm are the configuration file of group
communication. After getting the configuration file, the group entry record is retrieved from it.
The group entry record consists of the list of parameters group name, members list, readers
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list, change makers list and state of the group entry record (stable/unstable). Also the time
based parameters time out and delay values are retrieved from the configuration file. After
retrieving them, if the time out value is greater than zero and the group name entry is unstable
then the time out value is decremented by the value of one and there will be a wait time of
delay value. The above procedure is a loop which gets executed until the group name entry
record is stable. When the time out value will become zero then the group record entry is
written to scalaris with the list of the parameters group name, members list, self node, readers
list, change makers list and make the group record entry as unstable. Thus the publishers and
subscribers leave the group.
Algorithm
Inputs
The configuration file of group Communication.
Retrieve the Group Entry Record from Scalaris <groupName, MembersList, ReadersList,
ChangeMakersList, {stable/unstable}Flag>
Timeout <= Retrieve Time-Out value from Configuration file
Delay <= Retrieve the delay time from Configuration file
While timeOut > 0 ^ groupName entry Record is Unstable do
Timeout <= timeOut - 1
Wait(delay)
End while
Write to Scalaris <groupName, MembersList \ {selfNode}, { }asReadersList, ChangeMakersList U
{selfNode}; unstable>
5.14 Garbage Collector
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In the previous two algorithms, the procedure of deleting a value corresponding to a
sequence number of the topic name published by updating the state of the publisher ID is
explained. There are three reasons to delete a value corresponding to the sequence number,
they are as follows:


The value can be deleted by the subscriber ID



If the lease period of the subscription is expired

In the Garbage collector algorithm, the procedure of the deleting the value is explained. If the
publisher/subscriber wish to delete or the lease period of the subscription is expired, then the
value corresponding to the sequence number of the topic name published is deleted. The lease
is expired, when the Global Virtual Time (GVT) is greater than the sum of the time stamp
recorded at the point of publishing and the lease period value which is mentioned at the point
of the subscription.
Algorithm:
For all topicName

Topics published till now do

For all seqNo

Sequence numbers of values written on topicName do

For all subscriber

Subscribers of topicName do

If subscriber has issued a delete V lease of subscriber has expired then
Delete < topicName, seqNo, Value >
End if
End for
End for
End for
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6. Related Work
We have compared different distributed databases and group communication systems
with respect to group communication attributes like consistency, availability, partition
tolerance, mutable objects, churn tolerance and real time response.
The OMG Data-Distribution Service (DDS) [9] provides the implementation of publishsubscribe concept, in which publisher publishes the message and subscriber subscribes to the
messages published. The Data Distribution Service (DDS) have two layers of interfaces: the
lower level of interface Data-Centric Publish Subscribe (DCPS) make sure that every message
published will be delivered to the subscriber, and the higher level of interface Data-Local
Reconstruction Layer (DLRL) enables the integration into the application layer. The DDS
infrastructure doesn’t provide all the group communication characteristics like consistency,
availability, partition tolerance, mutable objects and churn tolerance. It provides only real time
response. Some reliable multicast group communication systems like ISIS [5][6] and Spread[8]
will provide only two of the group communication characteristics, partition tolerance and real
time response. These systems are centralized and have single point failure, when there is failure
in the node or component then the whole system fails.
Google’s Bigtable [11], which is implemented in many Google applications like Google
earth, Google Finance and web services is a distributed storage system for organizing the
structured data. Bigtable has achieved the group communication characteristics like
consistency, availability and partition tolerance; but they fail to achieve the other group
communication characteristics churn tolerance, mutable objects and real time response.
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Cassandra [12] is developed by the Facebook, is a distributed storage system managing
the large data deployed on the servers located at various geographical locations. It runs on the
top of the nodes located in various locations. It is decentralized and doesn’t have single point
failure. It achieves the group communication characteristics like availability and mutable
objects, but fail to achieve other attributes consistency, partition tolerance, churn tolerance
and real time response. Another database, Apache’s CouchDB [13] is an open source
documented oriented database. It is written in Erlang language, and it stores the data in the
form of a collection of JSON documents instead of tables. The couchDB achieves group
communication objectives, consistency and mutable objects. But it fails to achieve availability,
partition tolerance, churn tolerance and lacks real time response.
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [14] implements the key-based routing in a structured
way, thus achieving the decentralization, fault tolerance and scalability. Also, it achieves the
group communication characteristics like mutable objects and real time response. But it fails to
implement Brewer’s CAP theorem completely. It fails to achieve the group communication
characteristics like consistency, availability, partition tolerance and churn tolerance. Amazon’s
dynamo is a key-value store [15]. To achieve the high availability, it gave up the consistency
objective. It achieves availability, partition tolerance and mutable objects; but fails to achieve
other group communication characteristics like consistency, churn tolerance and real time
response. Last middleware system we compared is gizzard, which is implemented on twitter
[16]. It runs on Java virtual machine (JVM) and achieves the objectives availability, partition
tolerance, churn tolerance and real time response. It fails to implement the objectives of group
communication system, consistency and mutable objects.
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Unlike above group communication systems and distributed databases, our work
reliable group communication system over asynchronous substrate implements all the group
communication objectives with a slight modification in objective consistency. We achieved
“Eventual Consistency” instead of consistency, availability, partition tolerance, churn tolerance,
mutable objects and real time response. We designed and developed a reliable group
communication system over an asynchronous substrate, the group communication system
being GComm, and the asynchronous substrate being distributed database scalaris.
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7. Experimental Results
To implement our design and development, we implemented our work on two nodes to get
results and performance analysis. We’ve choose two nodes named Kayathi and Anvesh-PC. And we’ve
configured them with scalaris database and GComm group communication system.

7.1 Screenshots
When two nodes: Kayathi and Anvesh-PC joins a group named root, the series of the
events happened in explained in the screenshots below.

Figure 7.1.1 A screenshot of node kayathi joining the group
Initially, the node kayathi wants to join the group, root. The node admin of the kayathi
will build the node configuration file with node name kayathi, group name node and IP address
of the scalaris database. As the group name node doesn’t exist in the group communication
system, the system will create a group named root. In other words, as the group root doesn’t
exist, it is created by the node kayathi. After creating the group, it updates its view which is
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shown below. The view shows the node kayathi is the one and only member of the group
named root.

Figure 7.1.2 A screenshot of Node Kayathi’s view after joining the group named root.
When the other node named anvesh-pc wants to join the group named root. The node
administrator of the node anvesh-pc will build the node configuration file with node name
anvesh-pc, group name root and IP address of the database. When the group communication
system receives the request, it checks whether there is a group named root exists. As it was
already created by the other node kayathi, it joins the node anvesh-pc into the group named
root. Then the anvesh-pc updates its view, which shows both nodes kayathi and anvesh-pc are
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members of group named root. The view will appear same to the bothe nodes kayathi and
anvesh-pc.

Figure 7.1.3 A screenshot of node Anvesh-pc joining the group

Figure 7.1.4 A screenshot of Node Anvesh-pc‘s View after joining the group named root.
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The view showing two nodes, kayathi and anvesh-pc in the group named root.

Figure 7.1.5 A screenshot of terminal window, when node kayathi leaves the group.
When the node kayathi leaves the group named root, the terminal in the kayathi node
displays the command “Exiting” as shown above. The view of node kayathi will be closed, as it’s
not a member of any group in the group communication system. The node has to be a member
of any group in the group communication system, if it is present in the system.
On the other hand, the node anvesh-pc is still the member of group named root, even
though the creator of the group leaves the group. The view of node anvesh-pc will show only
itself as the member of the group, root. And if the node anvesh-pc will leave the group root,
then the group root will become nonexistent and the group communication system GComm
will delete the group root. As mentioned earlier, a group in a GComm must contain at least one
node as its member otherwise it will become nonexistent.
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Figure 7.1.6 A screenshot of Node Anvesh-pc’s view after the node kayathi leaves the group.
7.2 Performance Analysis
We recorded the time take for each activity carried by the node in GComm by running
our execution for 30 iterations. The activities for which we recorded the time are node joining
the group, leaving the group, writing a value, reading a value and deleting a value. The
performance graphs (figure 7.2.1 and figure 7.2.2) has units of time in seconds, while the
performance graphs (figure 7.2.3, figure 7.2.3 and figure 7.2.3) has units of time in milliseconds.
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Figure 7.2.1 A performance graph displaying the time taken (in seconds) for node to join the
group in 30 iterations
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Figure 7.2.2 A performance graph displaying the time taken (in seconds) for node to leave the
group in 30 iterations
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Figure 7.2.3 A performance graph displaying the time taken (in milliseconds) for writing a
value
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Figure 7.2.4 A performance graph displaying the time taken (in milliseconds) for reading a
value
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Delete a Value
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Figure 7.2.5 A performance graph displaying the time taken (in milliseconds) for deleting a
value
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8. Conclusions
We have designed and developed a reliable group communication system over an
asynchronous substrate which provide persistent communication in disadvantaged networks
and guarantees of


Eventual Consistency



Availability



Partition Tolerance

Our system implemented publish-subscribe framework successfully. Our system comprises of
mutable objects, which can be altered. Also, it achieved churn tolerance and real time
response.
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